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As part of the U.S. GeoFramework Initiative discussion topic, Jessica Czajkowski (Washington Geological 
Survey) and Mark Yacucci (Illinois State Geological Survey) held an interactive session using Mentimeter
to conduct real-time polling of staff-level opinions on agency capabilities (e.g., staffing levels and skill 
sets, and available data sets) to participate in the NCGMP U.S. GeoFramework Initiative.  Polling 
questions pertained to data types and formats, data management, map scale users, availability, and 
formats, stratigraphic correlations, GeMS, GIS, 3D modeling, copyright, and other topics.  Most questions 
were aimed at State Geological Surveys, and several questions were asked of USGS staff.  In parallel with 
similar Mentimeter polling of State Geologists and USGS managers during the U.S. GeoFramework
Initiative Strategic Implementation Workshop a month prior,  polling results reflected the high degree of 
variability across State Geological Surveys regarding their data availability, types, formats, and processes, 
their enterprise systems, and technical ability to contribute to the U.S. GeoFramework Initiative.

After the polling, brief breakout discussions identified some key issues and potential including:
1. The need for better subsurface information (e.g., water well locations).  In some cases, a state can’t 

yet create GIS compilations, but could use the funds to clean up ancillary data useful for geologic 
mapping.

2. Administrative issues (e.g., GIS staff funding and retention, centralized staff serving multiple 
agencies, software purchasing requirements) may determine a State's ability to participate.

3. More long term (i.e., more than one year) predictability in funding is essential for planning a States's
participation in this Initiative.  Especially for hiring plans and various science issues such as 
prioritization for converting legacy maps to GeMS.
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